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Abstract: Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) is a primary industrial waste product of iron
production, and its improper disposal has been a serious environmental problem. This study aims
to modify the GGBS using oxalic acid (GGBS-Ox) for the adsorption of tetracycline (TC) from an
aqueous solution. GGBS-Ox was synthesized and characterized via FTIR, XRD SEM, XPS, BET, and
DLS. The effects of process parameters, involving initial solution pH, stirring speed, and contact time,
are evaluated by utilizing response surface methodology (RSM), artificial neural network (ANN), and
random forest (RF) based models. The experimental results indicate that the removal efficiency of TC
is significantly affected by the initial pH of the solution. The RSM, ANN, and RF models accurately
simulated the experimental data, as indicated by the high coefficient of determination (R2), which
was 0.98, 0.95, and 0.98, respectively. Additionally, kinetics, isotherm, and thermodynamic models
were evaluated for the adsorption of TC onto GGBS-Ox. The findings of this study demonstrated the
utilization of GGBS-Ox as an efficient and sustainable adsorbent for the treatment of TC and can be
considered as a potential adsorbent for wastewater treatment.

Keywords: pharmaceutical pollution; Box–Behnken design; emerging contaminates; industrial
waste-based adsorbents; economical adsorbent; circular economy

1. Introduction

Tetracycline (TC) is one of the most widely used antibiotics for treating different
bacterial infections in humans and animals [1]. However, excessive usage of TC causes
antibiotic-resistant pathogens to emerge, leading to profound environmental and health
implications when discharged into aquatic systems. Tetracyclines have been categorized as
one of the emerging pollutants because of their occurrence in aquatic ecosystems [2]. Due
to growing concerns over increased TC and other antibiotic concentrations in wastewater,
removing them from wastewater before disposal is creating a greater challenge. Raw do-
mestic and industrial wastewater often contains TC concentrations varying from 100 ppb
to 20 ppm [3,4]. Therefore, it is essential to establish a cost-effective and efficient approach
for removing antibiotics before discharging wastewater into aquatic habitats. Traditional
sewage treatment plants are found to be inadequate to treat the pharmaceuticals in aquatic
ecosystems [5]. Hence, various advanced wastewater treatment, methods such as chemical
decomposition, biological treatment, photocatalysis, electrochemical oxidation, ozona-
tion, advanced oxidation [6], and adsorption [7,8], have emerged. Adsorption is one of
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the most widely used methods due to its simplicity and affordability. Numerous stud-
ies have explored the efficacy of biochar, carbon nanotubes, zeolites, activated carbon,
and clay minerals in the adsorption of diverse contaminants, including pharmaceutical
compounds [9]. However, these adsorbents are expensive and face availability issues for
large-scale applications. In order to address this issue, waste products from agriculture [10]
and industry [7] are being used as substitutes for conventional adsorbents to it more feasible
for the adsorption process to eliminate diverse pollutants in water and wastewater [11,12].

GGBS is a major byproduct of iron production that is primarily used in the construction
industry [13], and a significant portion of it ends up as environmental waste [14]. GGBS
primarily consists of calcium, silicon, iron, aluminum, and manganese oxides [15]. GGBS
has been effectively applied for the removal of numerous contaminants, such as dye, heavy
metal ions, and a few emerging contaminants, because of its ion-exchange capacity and
alkalinity [16,17]. Further, its availability, cost-effectiveness, lack of toxicity, and ease of
modification make it a desirable adsorbent. GGBS is also employed for the remediation of
diverse organic contaminants within an aqueous milieu, including ECs [18–20]. Gupta et al.
(2006) studied the use of raw steel slag waste to remove 2,4-dichloro phenoxyaceticacid
(2,4-D) [18]. The findings indicated that the utilization of raw steel slag as an adsorbent is
not efficacious, due to its lower surface area. Bhuyan et al. (2022) examined the alkaline
activation of blast furnace slag for the removal of methylene blue (MB) [19]. It had a
surface area of 83 m2/g after alkaline treatment, giving it a removal efficiency of 74% at
5 ppm concentration of MB. Saood et al. (2022) compared two different steel factory slags
and tested them for the removal of Eriochrome black T (EBT) [16]. It was shown that the
slags had a good affinity for the EBT dye, with an adsorption capacity of 100% for a dye
concentration of 20 ppm at pH 2. Further, Zubair et al. (2022) examined the synthesis of a
biochar-steel dust composite for treating phosphate [21]. The adsorption capacity of the
composite material was 175 mg/g at pH 4 for 100 ppm phosphate. The important role that
steel dust plays in the adsorption process has been clearly shown in these studies. This
suggests that steel slag could be a good adsorbent for effectively cleaning up pollutants in
water [21]. Therefore, the utilization of GGBS can be regarded as an effective strategy for
promoting and attaining a circular economy [22]. This is primarily attributed to its ability
to offer alternative applications or pathways within the life cycle of this industrial waste
source. By doing so, GGBS aids in waste reduction and contributes to the advancement
of sustainable development. This is achieved through the process of modification, which
involves enhancing the value of waste materials, as well as the significant enhancement of
surface area and porosity through the upcycling process. GGBS may be seen as offering
further benefits to waste materials that would otherwise pose challenges, facilitating their
transformation into more valuable resources [23].

Over the last decade, various statistical and machine learning-based prediction models
have emerged to evaluate the effects of process parameters on the objective function for
process optimization. Response Surface Methodology (RSM) based on rotatability is one of
the most popular classical statistical tools among researchers for studying the second-order
interaction effects and evaluating individual parameter effects on the process. The CCD and
BBD are commonly utilized techniques in RSM [24]. Traditional optimization approaches
need a higher number of runs and are time-demanding, but RSM has the ability to predict
process parameters in a limited number of runs while employing minimal resources [24,25].
BBD-based RSM models facilitate optimal settings and provide better accuracy with a
smaller number of runs. For large-scale optimization, machine learning approaches such as
artificial neural network (ANN) and random forest (RF) have been increasingly adopted by
researchers. The utilization of ANN and RF represents an advanced and robust approach
to efficient predictions. ANN possesses the ability to autonomously learn and operate
even with inadequate information and spread data over the complete network. The ANN
can also predict experimental variations in a wide range of applications [26]. Traditional
techniques of regression and classification may be improved by RF combining hundreds
of decision trees. RF can identify correlations between variables in a small dataset as well
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as offering regular observation of processes and tolerance for many input variables [27].
Elijah et al., (2021) carried out a study in which ANN and RF were employed to explore the
adsorption of EBT dye using a modified clay [28]. Geyikc, (2012) constructed models in
the form of RSM and ANN to examine the effectiveness of red mud as an adsorbent for
extracting lead that has leached from industrial waste [29]. Ahmadi Azqhandi et al. (2017)
investigated the modeling of RBF-NN, RF, and RSM to study the adsorption of Brilliant
Green on ZnS-NP-AC adsorbent [30]. Their findings suggested RF as the most appropriate
model to determine the adsorption capacity. The results demonstrated that these models
offered high accuracy in predicting the adsorption capacity. Hence, these models prove to
be efficient for optimizing the process parameters in the adsorption process.

In recent years, Oxalate-based adsorbents have been applied to treat a wide variety of
waterborne contaminants. They are immensely beneficial due to their biodegradability, cost-
effectiveness, non-toxicity, and global availability [31]. These adsorbents are extensively
employed for the treatment of various metal ions, including nickel, cobalt, lead, and zinc,
from aqueous environments and industrial effluents [32]. The oxalate-treated slag has been
utilized for treating lead (Pb), cadmium (Cd), and cobalt (Co) [32,33]. However, to the best
of the author’s knowledge, there have been no studies on the utilization of oxalate-treated
GGBS for the removal of any organic contaminants. Moreover, it is worth noting that
the modeling and comparison of TC adsorption parameters using RSM, ANN, and RF
techniques are yet to be explored. Therefore, this study focuses on the synthesis of oxalate
modified GGBS for the removal of TC and characterizing the adsorbent via FTIR, XRD SEM,
XPS, BET, and DLS. Further, the mutual and individual effects of adsorption parameters,
such as initial solution pH, stirring speed, and contact time, on the removal efficiency of
TC are determined by deploying BBD-based RSM, ANN, and RF models. This study also
investigates the kinetics and isotherm models along with thermodynamics to evaluate
the adsorption mechanism involved in TC removal. In summary, this study would yield
valuable and meaningful contributions to the broader academic community working on
non-conventional adsorbents for treating different aquatic pollutants.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Chemicals

The oxalic acid, sodium hydroxide, sodium hydroxide (NaOH), tetracycline hydrochlo-
ride, Hydrochloric acid (HCl) and Ground granulated blast furnace slag (GGBS) are pro-
cured from Fisher Scientific, FINAR Limited, Alfa Aesar chemicals, and Nature and Greens
Pvt. Ltd. (Jamnagar, India). All experimental investigations are conducted using Milli-
pore water.

2.2. Preparation of Adsorbent

A total of 5 g of GGBS powder was dissolved in 40 mL of a 1 M oxalic acid solution.
The resulting mixture underwent stirring for 90 min. Subsequently, 10 mL of a 3 M NaOH
solution was added dropwise to the mixture, which continued to be stirred on a hot plate
set to 80 ◦C. Once a brown precipitate emergence was observed, the precipitate was then
put into a water bath maintained at 80 ◦C and allowed to undergo crystallization for 12 h,
promoting improved crystalline structure. Then, the resulting precipitate was subjected to
vacuum filtration, then rinsed with deionized water until a neutral pH of 7 was attained.
The washed precipitate was then dried overnight in an oven operating at 80 ◦C. After drying
completely, the powder was kept in an airtight vial until it was needed for adsorption
studies [32,33].

2.3. Characterization Details

Analysis of XRD was conducted to determine the crystal phase of the adsorbents
using a PANalytical X’pert PRO X-ray diffractometer. The measurements were conducted
utilizing a copper K-alpha (k = 1.541) source, employing a nickel filter. The scanning
procedure was carried out within the angular range of 5–80◦, with a step size of 0.0167◦
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and a scan rate of 0.0301◦/s. To characterize the surface of the adsorbent, a JIB-4700 F
FE-SEM instrument manufactured by JEOL, Akishima, Japan, was utilized for SEM. FTIR
spectroscopy employing an FTIR-Bruker a-T model was employed within the spectral range
of 4000 to 500 cm−1. The determination of the specific surface area (SSA) of the adsorbents
was carried out using the BET (Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller) method, employing a
Quantachrome Nova 2200 (Boynton Beach, FL, USA) surface area analyzer. The adsorption
and desorption isotherms were obtained by degassing the samples at 150 ◦C for three hours
prior to analysis. The XPS analysis of the synthesized adsorbents was conducted using
a Krato axis Ultra Spectrometer manufactured by Shimadzu Corporation (Kyoto, Japan).
The measurements were performed using an Al-K source operating at an energy level
of 1489.5 eV, with an emission current of 10 mA and an emission voltage of 15 kilovolts
(kV). The concentration of TC was measured using a PG Instruments Ltd. (Lutterworth,
UK), India T90 + UV-vis spectrometer. To determine the PZC and particle size, a Nanotrac
wave II DLS analyzer was used in conjunction with water measurements at 26 ◦C. Before
measuring the zeta potential, the POC was determined by modulating the pH of the
solution from 2 to 12 with NaOH and HCl while stirring continuously for 12 h.

2.4. Batch Experiment Details

This study aimed to examine the adsorption of TC on GGBS-Ox through a series of
batch experiments. All experiments involved 50 mL of aqueous TC solution at 25 ± 3 ◦C.
Experiments were performed to assess the optimal dosage of adsorbent between 10 mg
and 100 mg, as well as the optimal concentration of TC between 20 ppm and 100 ppm, and
the contact time was 180 min. Following each adsorption experiment, 1 mL of samples
were subjected to filtration and subsequent centrifugation at a speed of 6000 revolutions
per minute for 10 min, until complete settling of adsorbent was achieved. A UV-visible
spectrophotometer operating at a specified wavelength of 358 nm was used to determine
the concentration of TC. The pH of the solution was adjusted with NaOH or HCl solution
(0.1 M). All experiments are performed three times, and the average of the results is used in
these analyses. The error in percent removal obtained was less than ±2% in all cases. Addi-
tionally, the removal efficacy of TC for BBD was established through three repeated trials
conducted under ideal conditions. The efficiency of TC removal (%) and the adsorption
capacity of TC was determined using the following equations:

Removal e f f iciency(%) =
Co − Ct

Co
× 100 (1)

Qe =
(C o − Ct)× V

W
(2)

In the above equations, Co denotes the initial concentration of TC (ppm), while Ct
signifies the TC concentration at a particular time. Qe represents the adsorption capacity
(mg/g), V corresponds to the volume of the solution (L), and W denotes the mass of the
adsorbent (g).

2.5. Response Surface Methodology

The RSM-based BBD reveals the extent of the correlation between the selected adsorp-
tion parameters. The primary objective of this investigation is to model the adsorption of
TC from an aqueous solution into GGBS-Ox. The Design-Expert software, version 11, was
utilized. Based on the preliminary experiment, the BBD experiment is conducted using
independent adsorption factors, such as (A) pH, (B) contact time, and (C) stirring speed,
with percent removal efficiency as the response (Y). Each independent parameter was
subdivided into three levels (−1, 0, and 1), allowing the model creation of an experimental
design with 17 investigative runs and five replications at the central level, as shown in
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Table 1. The following is a second-order quadratic model that establishes the correlation
between specific input factors and the performance of TC adsorption.

Y(%) = βo +
3

∑
i=1

βiXi+
3

∑
i=1

βiiX2
i +∑i>j βijXiXj (3)

where Y is the efficiency of TC adsorption, Xi denotes the variables under consideration,
and (β0, βi, βii, and βij) denote the model terms, which represent the intercept, quadratic,
linear, and interaction effects, respectively. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
to determine the relevance and adequacy of the postulated model using the Design-Expert
program. The multiple regression parameters were calculated, such as the coefficient of
determination R2, adjusted R2, p-value, and lack-of-fit.

Table 1. Levels of parameters for BBD experiments.

Independent Parameters
Coded and Uncoded Values

−1 0 +1

Initial pH 2 7 12
Contact time (min) 10 50 90

Stirring speed (rpm) 100 300 500

2.6. Artificial Neural Network

An ANN is a computational model that draws inspiration from the structure and
functioning of the human brain and nervous system. To identify non-linear relationships
between variables that cannot be stated mathematically, ANN is a trustworthy and reliable
validation methodology [34]. ANN consists of several interconnected neurons that flow
as shown in Figure S1a. The precise number of neurons can be determined through an
iterative process. In this study, the data obtained from BBD and other experiments are
used to train and test the ANN modal. The input data consists of initial pH, time (min),
and stirring speed, with the output variable as removal (%). The data set is divided into
training (75%) and testing data (25%) set for modal input [35]. In this case, three hidden
layers are considered, with 15 neurons in each layer. The model uses the Kernel initializer
as normal in the hidden and output layers. The rectified linear activation function (ReLU)
and linear activation function are employed in hidden and output layers, respectively.

2.7. Random Forest

RF is a combination of the regression trees method and a large set of classifications.
RF takes data samples from the input data and constructs a decision tree, followed by a
voting procedure for each predicted parameter and a determination of the highest-voted
predicted result, as shown in Figure S1b [36]. In this study, the data obtained from BBD and
preliminary experiments on the RF model are trained and tested. The data set is divided
into training (70%) and testing data (30%) for modal input. The model consists of 15 trees
taken after an iterative process. The inputs consist of the initial pH, contact time (min), and
stirring speed (rpm). The output is the removal (%).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Adsorbent Characteristics

The XRD spectra for GGBS and GGBS-Ox are shown in Figure 1a. The raw GGBS
shows an amorphous phase of Akemanite (Ca2Mg(Si2O7), Gehlenite (Ca2Al(AlSi)O7, and
Merwinite (Ca3Mg(SiO4) [32,37]. Oxalic acid treatment of GGBS produced higher intensity
peaks. The oxalate treatment forms different oxalate ligands (C2O4

−2), and the presence
of NaOH helps in the nucleation of these crystals. Calcium aluminum silicate hydrate
crystals were recognized by the low-intensity peaks at 30.94◦ and 45.8◦ (ICCD 01 087 0582).
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Whereas the peaks at 14.86◦, 24.48◦, and 30.18◦ were found to match the (001), (020), and
(002) crystalline planes of calcium oxide monohydrate, respectively (ICDD 98 024 6802) [32].
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The FTIR spectra of the GGBS and GGBS-OX are illustrated in Figure 1b. The wave
number of 947 cm−1 represents the asymmetric stretching mode of Si-O-Al bonds. The wave
number of 908 cm−1 is indicative of the vibrational stretching of Si-O bonds. Additionally,
the peak observed between 600 to 550 cm−1 is indicative of the presence of Al2O3 in
GGBS [38]. The oxalate treatment of the GGBS confirms the formation of different composite
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adsorbents due to the presence of characteristic peaks at 1602 and 1302 cm−1 that can be
attributed to Si-O-Al and Si-OH bonds respectively, while the peak 1010 cm−1 indicates
the Si-O bond stretching. The characteristic bands between 1560 to 1360 and 880 cm−1 are
related with carbonate CO3

2− phase [39]. The presence of peaks at 770 and 830 cm−1 can
be attributed to the stretching vibration of the C-C and C=C bonds respectively [32,40].

The specific surface areas (SSA) of GGBS and GGBS-Ox we determined using N2
adsorption and desorption isotherms. The untreated GGBS exhibited a significantly low
SSA of 5 m2/g and GGBS-Ox displayed a notably high SSA of 133 m2/g, which is 25 times
greater than that of GGBS. The adsorption and desorption isotherm for GGBS and GGBS-Ox
are illustrated in Figure S2, indicating that GGBS-Ox is a mesoporous material by exhibiting
a type IV isotherm. Oxalic acid modification exhibits the capability to effectively eliminate
surface impurities. Moreover, it possesses an optimal microporous and mesoporous con-
figuration, thereby rendering it highly suitable for the intended purpose, and it also does
not generate a substantial quantity of waste materials [41]. It facilitates the formation of
aluminosilicate through the reaction between GGBS and an alkaline solution; further, the
formation of calcium oxalate contributes to the increased surface area [32,33]. The surface
area of the GGBS-Ox was reduced to 91 m2/g after the adsorption of TC. The decrease
in surface area of GGBS-Ox may be attributed to the attachment of the TC molecules to
the pores. The decrease in surface area observed after the adsorption of the TC indicates
that pore filling is involved in the removal mechanism [42]. The results obtained from the
DLS measurements depicting the particle size distribution as well as the average particle
size of both GGBS and GGBS-Ox are presented in Figure S3. The DLS analysis yielded
findings indicating that the mean particle size of GGBS and GGBS-OX was approximately
2.35 µm and 2.26 µm, respectively. These results suggest that there is no significant change
in particle size following the treatment.

SEM imaging was utilized to examine the transformation in the morphology of raw
GGBS and GGBS-Ox. The SEM micrograph reveals the formation of a porous agglomerated
flower-like structure in GGBS-Ox (Figure 1d), whereas the raw GGBS has a non-porous
structure with a smooth surface (Figure 1c). XPS was employed to analyze the composition
of GGBS and GGBS-Ox (Figure 2). GGBS was found to contain Si (18.7%), Al (10.5%), Ca
(13.6%), and O (53%) as the main elements. Peaks corresponding to the binding energies of
O 1s, Al 2p, and Si 2p were identified, with the O 1s peak at 531.3 eV matching Al2O3 and
Si2O3 in GGBS. Oxalic acid treatment converted the Al2O3 and Si2O3 into AlO, SiO, and
C=O, as evidenced by the XPS and FTIR data. This resulted in the formation of a good and
efficient adsorbent for the adsorption of TC on this material.

3.2. Adsorption Studies

The adsorbent dosage and initial concentration are significant factors in the removal
of TC. To optimize the dosage of adsorbent, a 50 mL solution containing TC with a con-
centration of 40 ppm was utilized, and different dosages of adsorbent, such as 10 mg,
20 mg, 50 mg, 75 mg, and 100 mg, were used. Figure 3a illustrates that there is a positive
correlation between the adsorbent dosage and the removal percentage. This phenomenon
may be attributed to the increased adsorbent dosage, leads to an increased number of
active sites on the surface of GGBS-Ox, thereby enhancing its capacity for the adsorption of
TC [16,43]. It was observed that the removal percentages at 10 mg and 20 mg were very low,
and the highest removal was observed with a dosage of 100 mg. However, it was also noted
that, after a dosage of 50 mg, there was no significant change in the percentage removal of
TC. Therefore, 50 mg of adsorbent was taken as the optimal dosage for further studies.

The effect of initial concentration was studied over a range of concentrations including
20, 40, 50, and 100 ppm. As shown in Figure 3b, the removal percentages of TC were 68,
60, 56, and 46% for initial concentrations of 20, 40, 50, and 100 ppm of TC, respectively.
The optimum concentration of TC was taken as 20 ppm in further studies. As the initial
concentration of the TC increases, a corresponding decrease in the efficiency of removal
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can be observed, as shown in Figure 3b. This is because the active adsorption sites become
saturated, causing a reduction in the adsorption [16].
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3.3. Response Surface Methodology Based Experimental Studies

The effects of selected independent parameters, such as pH, contact time, and stirring
speed were evaluated for the dependent parameter of removal percent. The optimization
of these parameters was performed using a BBD-based RSM. The independent and depen-
dent variables with predicted and actual results are tabulated in Table 2. The quadratic
model equation given by BBD, which shows the correlation between the dependent and
independent parameters, as well as their mutual influence is presented as follows:

Removal % = 22.0320A − 0.1437 × B − 0.0083 × C − 1.7856 × 10−16 × AB − 7.50 × 10−4 × AC
+0.31 × 10−4 × CB − 1.2880 × A2 + 0.0014 × B2 + 0.39 × 10−4 × C2 − 32.00575

(4)
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Table 2. Experimental Factors and Findings in the Adsorption of TC using Box–Behnken Design.

Run pH Time Stirring Speed
% Removal

Actual Value Predicted Value

1 7 90 100 56 57
2 2 50 100 4 3
3 12 50 100 44 42
4 2 10 300 7 6
5 12 10 300 44 44
6 7 10 500 62 61
7 7 10 100 55 57
8 2 90 300 7 7
9 7 50 300 53 55
10 2 50 500 7 9
11 7 50 300 58 55
12 7 90 500 64 62
13 7 50 300 58 55
14 7 50 300 56 55
15 7 50 300 52 55
16 12 50 500 44 45
17 12 90 300 44 45

In the response equation, A, B, and C represent pH, time, and stirring speed, respec-
tively. A positive effect of a factor implies a correlation between the increase in the factor’s
level and an improvement in the response. Conversely, a negative effect of the factor sug-
gests that there is no improvement in the response as the level of the factor increases [44].
To assess the statistical significance of the model, ANOVA was utilized, as Table 3 indicates.
The determined coefficient value (R2) will explain the variation observed in the model.
The model R2 was determined to be 0.98, suggesting that approximately 2% of the overall
variability remained unaccounted for by the model. Also, as shown in the table, the model
is significant (p-value < 0.0001), which indicates the model fits well with experimental data.
The coefficient of variation (CV), which is calculated to be 6.45%, serves as a measure of the
reproducibility and reliability of the predicted model. The standard deviation (SD) (2.71)
confirms that the predicted value and actual value were close. In addition, the significance
of each parameter is evaluated using p-value, as Table 3 shows. Based on the model results,
pH is the main parameter (p-value < 0.0001) affecting the adsorption of the TC on the
GGBS-Ox surface.
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Table 3. ANOVA Analysis for the Removal efficiency of TC onto GGBS-Ox.

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F-Value p-Value

Model 7261.49 9 806.83 109.77 <0.0001 significant
A-pH 2850.13 1 2850.13 387.77 <0.0001
B-time 1.13 1 1.13 0.1531 0.7073

C-stirring speed 40.50 1 40.50 5.51 0.0513
AB 0.0000 1 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
AC 2.25 1 2.25 0.3061 0.5973
BC 0.2500 1 0.2500 0.0340 0.8589
A2 4365.64 1 4365.64 593.96 <0.0001
B2 22.27 1 22.27 3.03 0.1253
C2 10.12 1 10.12 1.38 0.2791

Residual 51.45 7 7.35
Lack of Fit 20.25 3 6.75 0.8654
Pure Error 31.20 4 7.80
Cor Total 7312.94 16

R2 Adjusted R2 Predicted R2 Std. Dev. Mean C.V. %
0.9930 0.9839 0.9490 2.71 42.06 6.45

Response surface plots in three dimensions and Cantore plots were used to examine
how removal percent affected the independent variables. As Figure 4a,b shows, removal
percentage rapidly rises with an increase in the pH from 2 to 7. Additionally, it was
observed that the highest percentage of removal of TC was achieved at a pH of 7. A
decrease in the percent removal was found with further increasing the pH from 7 to 12. The
minimal effect of changing time and stirring speed in the adsorption procedure implies that
the reaction time has a marginal effect on the adsorption (Figure 4c). This is proven by the
maximum adsorption equilibrium being reached within 10 min of the process. Figure S5
illustrates the perturbation plot, which describes the sensitivity of removal efficiency with
coded independent variables.

3.4. Artificial Neural Network Modeling

The ANN was trained using a configuration consisting of three hidden layers, each
containing fifteen neurons. Three different input parameters obtained from BBD and other
experiments are fed into the ANN model. In order to assess the relationship between the
independent variables and the dependent factor and to evaluate the ability of the ANN to
make accurate predictions, performance metrics such as the root mean square error (RMSE),
mean absolute error (MAE), and determination coefficient (R2) were employed. The results
show that the model achieved an R2 value of 0.95 with different error values, as listed in
Table 4. This indicates that ANN successfully models the experimental data in this study.
Similar results were found in earlier studies in which ANN was capable of determining the
adsorption efficiency of pollutants with a high degree of accuracy [28,29,34].

3.5. Analysis of Random Forest

The random forest network was trained with the data gathered from adsorption and
BBD experiments, which were both dependent and independent. The model was loaded
with the specified number of estimators and random states, which are necessary for setting
the seed of the random number generator used for creating the decision trees. Performance
metrics such as RMSE, MAE, and R2 were used to measure the feasibility of the RF model
and to calculate its predictability. The results of the RF model revealed a R2 value of 0.95,
which indicates that the model can predict the removal of TC appropriately; further details
of the error functions are outlined in Table 4.
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Figure 4. A 3D and 2D surface plot representation of the impact of (a) initial pH and Time (b) Stirring
speed and pH, and (c) Stirring speed and Time on the removal efficiency (%) of TC by GGBS−Ox.

Table 4. Comparison of RSM, ANN, and RF.

Parameter

Model R2 RMSE MAE

RSM 0.98 1.78 1.53
ANN 0.95 5.46 4.12

RF 0.98 3.43 2.81

3.6. Comparison of the Models

The comparison between the RSM, ANN, and RF techniques in terms of percent
removal of TC was evaluated. A comprehensive evaluation was conducted by comparing
the responses generated by each method with the actual observed data. BBD runs and other
experimental data that fall within the BBD-independent values are used to feed ANN and
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RF models. These models are evaluated statically using the RMSE, MAE, and Coefficient of
Determination (R2) using the equations given below:

MAE =
∑N

t=1|XP − XA

∣∣∣
N

(5)

RMSE =

√
∑N

t=1
(
XA − Xp

)2

N
(6)

R2 =
(Σ(XA − x̄A)× (XP − x̄P))

2(
Σ(XA − x̄A)

2 × Σ
(
Xp − x̄P

)2
) (7)

The statistical comparison of the RSM, ANN, and RF models is presented in Table 5.
The findings revealed a high degree of concordance between the experimental observations
and the theoretical predictions made by the models, resulting in negligible residual errors.
Notably, the BBD and RF models exhibited enhanced accuracy in forecasting the percentage
removal of TC, as evidenced by the prevalence of statistically insignificant residual values.
Moreover, Figure S4 presented a graphical representation of the strong correlation between
the experimental data and the model predictions, confirming the satisfactory performance
of the models. Remarkably, no substantial deviations or outliers were identified in the
models’ predictive capability. Since the RSM-based BBD considered the average of 3 values
as an input parameter, it possesses a higher R2 and lower error function value than that of
ANN and RF. RF performed better than ANN since it uses both classification and regression.
RF is an ensemble approach that aggregates the outputs from multiple decision trees to
provide a more accurate prediction of the adsorption of TC into GGBS-Ox [30].

Table 5. Calculation of adsorption parameters and regression coefficients.

Kinetic Model Initial Concentration (ppm) Parameter Regression Coefficient

Pseudo-first order qe K1 R2

20 15.95 0.027 ± 0.002 0.9208
50 33.08 0.031 ± 0.002 0.9335

100 53.60 0.022 ± 0.003 0.8015
Pseudo-second order qe K2 R2

20 15.50 0.0621 ± 0.001 0.9973
50 32.19 0.0298 ± 0.001 0.9959

100 50.00 0.019 ± 0.001 0.9955

Intraparticle diffusion Ci Kid R2

20 (step 1) 12.17 ± 0.155 0.34 ± 0.017 0.9842
20 (step 2) 5.35 ± 0.79 1.96 ± 0.22 0.9623
50 (step 1) 9.55 ± 1.76 4.20 ± 0.5 0.9588
50 (step 2) 23.57 ± 1.19 0.93 ± 0.13 0.8860

100 (step 1) 7.99 ± 1.08 8.33 ± 0.30 0.9960
100 (step 2) 33.92 ± 1.88 1.87 ± 0.21 0.9267

3.7. Adsorption Kinetics

The study of adsorption kinetics offers valuable insights into the adsorption mech-
anism, which is essential for evaluating the effectiveness of the process. Initial studies
reveal that the maximum level of adsorption is reached within 90 min, while the TC dosage
is varied to assess the kinetic effects on the removal of TC. The kinetic models encom-
passed the pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second order, and intraparticle diffusion models.
The pseudo-first-order kinetic model can be represented by the linear equation, which is
expressed in the equation below [45],

ln(qe − qt) = lnqe − k1t (8)
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The rate at which adsorption reaches equilibrium is represented by the equilibrium
rate constant (k1, min−1). An adsorbent adsorption capacity is denoted by qe (mg/g) at
equilibrium and qt (mg/g) at any given time t during the adsorption process. Kinetics
plot of three distinct initial dosage of TC 20, 50, and 100 ppm are illustrated in Figure 5a.
The kinetic parameters that were obtained are displayed in Table 5. The R2 was found to
be 0.9208, 0.9335, and 0.8015 for the concentrations of 20, 50, and 100 ppm, respectively.
The experimental data displayed a lack of consistency with the pseudo-first-order model,
indicating that the adsorption mechanism of TC on GGBS-Ox is not sufficiently explained
by the pseudo-first-order model.
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The second-order kinetic model was applied for the obtained data using the following
equation [11],

t
qt

=
1

k2q2
e
+

t
qe

(9)

Figure 5b illustrates a linear plot to evaluate the adsorption kinetics parameters of
the pseudo second-order model. The variables qe and qt (mg/g) respectively signify the
adsorption capacity at equilibrium and time (t). Additionally, the equilibrium rate constant
is represented by k2 (g/mg/min). The results are presented in Table 5, displaying the R2

for TC dosage of 20, 50, and 100 ppm as 0.9973, 0.9959, and 0.9955, respectively. Kinetic
data about the adsorption of TC indicates that the pseudo second order is highly suitable
for describing the process. Furthermore, the adsorption efficiency of TC is significantly
impacted by the number of active sites present on the GGBS-Ox adsorbent [24].

Further, to validate the kinetics of adsorption, a range of dosages of adsorbent from
10 to 100 mg, in combination with TC dosage of 40 ppm, were tested for both first and
second-order kinetics. Results of the tests showed that the second-order fits were accurate,
as Figure S6 and Table S1 illustrate. Many other studies [11,46,47] have shown that second
order models correlate the data for the adsorption of pollutants. Thus, it appears that
second order models are better in fitting the experimental than first order models.

Pollutant uptake involves multiple steps, such as mass transfer of pollutant on to the
adsorbent surface, intraparticle diffusion, and adsorption of pollutant on to the adsorbent
sites [48]. To assess whether intraparticle diffusion serves as the limiting step in the adsorp-
tion of TC on the GGBS-Ox adsorbent, the intraparticle diffusion model was employed.
The Weber and Morris intraparticle diffusion kinetic equation is as follows [49]:

qt = kit1/2 + Ci (10)

where Ki (mg/g (min)1/2) represents the intraparticle diffusion rate constant, which is
associated with the related constant Ci, indicating the boundary layer thickness. Both have
a large effect on molecular diffusion. In Figure 5c–e, the intraparticle diffusion kinetic
model is employed to analyze the adsorption process of tetracycline (TC) on the GGBS-Ox
adsorbent across varying initial concentrations of TC. The graph of qt versus t1/2 displays
two steps with various slopes, and the constants (Ki and Ci) for all steps are listed in
Table 5. The experimental findings demonstrated that the two steps did not intersect at
the origin, indicating that the main limitation of the adsorption process was not solely
attributed to intraparticle diffusion. Instead, it was observed that both liquid-film and
intraparticle diffusions play significant roles in the adsorption process. The initial linear
section of the plot demonstrates how TC molecules diffuse from the main solution to
the GGBS-Ox outer layer. The subsequent phase is referred to as intra-particle diffusion,
wherein the TC molecules move through the absorbent’s pores to get to the inner surface.
The latter half relates to the achievement of equilibrium. The higher R2 values signify
that intra-particle diffusion was significantly involved in the adsorption process. Similar
results were observed in the other investigations that have studied the adsorption of aquatic
pollutants [48,50].

3.8. Adsorption Isotherms

Adsorption isotherms were utilized to establish a correlation between the equilibrium
concentration of the TC solution at a particular temperature. These isotherms were fitted
to models such as Langmuir, Freundlich, and DR isotherms. The initial concentration
of TC was systematically altered within the range of 20 ppm to 100 ppm while keeping
the adsorbent dosage and time constant. The monolayer adsorption phenomenon can be
explained by employing the Langmuir isotherm, which is mathematically expressed by the
subsequent equation [11]:

Ce

qe
=

1
qmkL

+
1

qm
Ce (11)
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The variable qe denotes the quantity of TC adsorbed on GGBS-Ox (mg/g). The Ce
represents the equilibrium concentration (ppm), qm represents the maximum adsorption
capacity (mg/g), and kL indicates the Langmuir equilibrium constant. The adsorption
behavior of TC is visually depicted through Figure 6a, which presents the Langmuir
isotherm plot. The parameters associated with the Langmuir equation are presented
in Table 6.
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Table 6. The parameters and regression coefficients for Langmuir, Freundlich, DR isotherm and
McKay external diffusion model.

Isotherm Model Parameters Regression Coefficient

Langmuir qm: 76.3942 kL: 0.0452 0.9820
Freundlich n: 1.76 kF: 6.18 0.9312

DR B: 7.53 × 10−6 E: 257 kJ/mol 0.8601

McKay

Concentration Diffusion coefficient, cm2/s (β)
20 3.812 × 10−9 0.97
50 2.310 × 10−9 0.84

100 1.564 × 10−9 0.84
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The Freundlich isotherm is a mathematical model which relies on the adsorption of a
substance on a heterogeneous surface. This equation is used to calculate the adsorption,
which occurs in multiple layers and is expressed as:

ln(qe) = ln(kF) +
1
n

ln(Ce) (12)

In the above equation, the Freundlich adsorption constant is denoted as kF, and the
heterogeneity factor is represented by n. The equilibrium data points are subjected to
linear fitting using the Freundlich models, as depicted in Figure 6b. For both the Langmuir
and Freundlich models, Table 6 lists the experimental constants. The Langmuir model
offers a better representation of the isotherm data, with a maximum adsorption capacity of
76.39 mg/g and a high determination coefficient (R2) value (Figure 6). This confirms that
the adsorption of TC onto GGBS-Ox involves a monolayer adsorption process. Many other
studies [11,48] have shown that Langmuir isotherms correlate the data for the adsorption
of various pollutants.

The experimental data were subjected to additional analysis using the Dubinin–
Radushkevich isotherm (DR isotherm) technique [51]. The mathematical representation of
the DR isotherm equation, in its linear form, is as follows:

ln(qe) = ln(qm) + βε2 (13)

ε = RTln
(

1 +
1

Ce

)
(14)

where, qm represents the adsorption capacity expressed in mg/g, β referred to as the DR
isotherm constant, R indicates the universal gas constant and ε is the Polanyi potential.
Figure 6c depicts the linear plots representing the DR isotherm. B also denotes the porosity
factor, which is less than one (7.35 × 10−6 mol/kJ), indicating that the GGBS-Ox surface
was micro-porous [45,52]. DR isotherm constant has a correlation to the mean free energy
of adsorption, which is represented by E = 1/(2β)0.5. Table 6 presents the free energy of
adsorption. The computed correlation value (R2 = 0.89) does not effectively align with the
model. However, the energy determined (258 kJ/mol) is consistent with chemisorption
behavior [45,51,53].

The study utilized the McKay model to investigate the impact of external diffusion
on the adsorption mechanism. The mathematical formulation of this model is represented
as follows:

ln
(

ct

ci
− 1

1 + mkl

)
= ln

(
mkl

1 + mkl

)
−

(
1 + mkl

mkl

)
βtSst (15)

The concentrations of TC at different times (t) and initial time (t = 0) are denoted by
Ct and Ci, respectively. The variable m represents the adsorbent (g/L), while Ss indicates
the SSA of the adsorbent per unit volume of the TC solution (cm−1). βt corresponds to the
external diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), and kl is the Langmuir constant derived from the
Langmuir isotherm (L g−1). The linear correlation of

(
ct
ci
− 1

1+mkl

)
with time, as Figure 6d

illustrates, provides supporting evidence for the applicability of the McKay model in
examining external diffusion [51]. Furthermore, it was validated that external diffusion
significantly influences TC adsorption, surpassing intraparticle diffusion. Nevertheless,
the mass transfer from the bulk solution to the surface transpires rapidly, indicating that
it is not the limiting step in the overall process. The diffusion coefficients, which signify
the amount of pollutant adsorbed onto the surface as a function of time, are presented
in Table 6.

3.9. Reusability of Adsorbent

In order to use adsorption technology in practical applications, adsorbent recycling
tests are a prerequisite. A crucial element in the economic viability of these technologies
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is the adsorbent reusability [32]. Adsorbents can be recovered and reused multiple times
without losing their effectiveness and efficiency. The used GGBS-Ox was washed with
20 mL of 20% ethanol solvent at the end of every cycle [54] and dried in an oven at 60 ◦C
for 24 h. Results show that the GGBS-Ox could be reused with no considerable decrease
in its adsorption capacity since the removal effectiveness remained high (65%) even after
the five consecutive adsorption-desorption sequences, as Figure 7a shows. The GGBS-Ox,
after the adsorption of TC, is regenerated in an environmentally friendly and sustainable
manner, promoting the circular process for multiple usage by reusing the resource.
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3.10. Point of Zero Charge

The ionization state of adsorbates and the surface charge have been observed to exhibit
pH dependence. The pH at which the adsorbent surface will have neutral charge is known
as the point of zero charge (PZC). The determination of the pHpzc (pH at the point of zero
charge) value is of utmost importance in order to ascertain the pH intervals in which the
surface charge of the adsorbent demonstrates either positive or negative charge [55]. The
surfaces of GGBS-Ox will exhibit a negative charge when the pH of the solution is above
the PZC. Conversely, these surfaces will display a positive charge when the pH of the
solution is below the PZC [55]. Using the influence of surface charges on the GGBS-Ox,
PZC was determined to be 5.30 as shown in Figure 7b. It suggests that the adsorbent has
a slightly negative charge at pH levels above 5.30, which could facilitate the adsorption
of tetracycline.

3.11. Adsorption Thermodynamics

To evaluate the thermodynamic parameters of tetracycline adsorption on GGBS-Ox,
experiments were conducted at three distinct temperatures. The outcomes of these experi-
ments are useful for comprehending the mechanism of TC adsorption on GGBS-Ox. The
thermodynamic parameters, such as Gibbs free energy (∆G◦), enthalpy (∆H◦), and entropy
(∆S◦), were graphically calculated using Gibbs free energy and Van’t Hoff equations.

∆Go = −RTlnKd (16)

∆Go = ∆H − T∆So (17)

lnk =
∆So

R
− ∆Ho

RT
(18)

where Kd is used to denote the equilibrium constant. The gas constant, denoted by the
symbol R, possesses a numerical value of 8.314 J/mol.K, and T is used to signify the
absolute temperature (K). Table 7 presents the thermal parameters obtained through the
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plot, as illustrated in Figure S8. The observation of a negative ∆G◦ value suggests that the
process of adsorption is inherently spontaneous [11]. The increasing temperature trend was
beneficial to the absorption process. The enthalpy change (∆H◦) determined was greater
than zero, affirming the endothermic nature of adsorption. Lower ∆H◦ (5.1169 kJ mol−1)
values indicate that TC and GGBS-Ox are undergoing physisorption since the value of ∆H◦

varies between 5 and 20 kJ/mol [16]. The positive value of entropy during the process
(∆S◦ = 0.1119 kJ/mol K) indicated a disordering and random tendency, as well as a strong
affinity between TC and GGBS-Ox during the course of adsorption [56].

Table 7. Thermodynamic conditions for GGBS-Ox adsorption at different temperatures.

Temperature (K) 1/T lnKd ∆G◦ (kJ/mol) ∆H◦ (kJ/mol) ∆S◦ (kJ/mol K) R2

298 0.003356 11.3942 −28.2299
5.1169 0.1119 0.9998308 0.003247 11.4602 −29.3462

318 0.003145 11.5241 −30.4680

3.12. Mechanism of Adsorption

The results from McKay’s and interparticle diffusion models demonstrated that the
process of TC adsorption is a multiple-step procedure. Thermodynamic analysis showed
that the adsorption exhibits characteristics of spontaneity and endothermicity. In addition,
FTIR measurements were conducted both before and after adsorption of TC to examine
the adsorption mechanism. This experimental procedure is illustrated in Figure 8a. The
FTIR spectra of TC adsorbed on GGBS-Ox shows a new characteristic bond at 1460 cm−1.
This bond is ascribed to the vibration of the aromatic ring of TC, indicating the presence
of TC on the surface of GGBS-Ox [57,58]. Furthermore, the characteristic bonds of Si-O-Si,
Si-O-Al, and Si-OH are shifted to new positions due to the adsorption of TC. Additionally,
the migration of different peaks of hydroxyl group (–OH), such as Si-O-Al and Si-OH, are
seen to be weakened after the adsorption of TC, indicating that the hydroxyl group is also
involved in the adsorption reaction as it will form electrostatic interactions with the TC.
Moreover, the oxygen-containing functional groups, such as CO3

−2s, Si-O-Si, Si-O-Al, and
Si-OH bonds, facilitate interactions with the amino group, carboxyl group, benzene ring,
and acid-base groups present in the TC molecule. These interactions occur through the
formation of hydrogen bonds during the reaction, which consequently leads to a discernible
shift in the peak positions recorded in the spectra [59]. To further investigate the adsorption
of TC, XPS analyses of GGBS-Ox were conducted before and after adsorption. The full scan
spectrum of samples is shown in Figure 8b. After adsorption of TC, the majority of peaks
shifted to lower binding energies, indicating electrostatic interaction [60]. The decreased
peak area of O 1s indicates that surface functional groups participate in the adsorption of
TC [61].

The PZC of GGBS-Ox observed at 5.3 reveals that the adsorbent will be negatively
charged at a pH above 5.3. TC is an amphoteric organic substance because it contains both
weak bases and weakly acidic functional groups. These functional groups allow TC to act
as both a positive and negative charge, depending on the pH of the solution [62]. Based on
the pH of the solution, tetracycline (TC) exhibits distinct ionization states characterized
by three different pKa values, namely 3.3, 7.7, and 9.7. At pH levels below 3.3, TC is
predominantly observed in the form of TCH+

3 . Between pH 3.3 and 7.7, it exists as TCH0
2,

while in the pH range of 7.7 to 9.7, it takes the form of TCH−. Finally, at pH above 9.7, TC
is present as TC−2 [63]. Tetracycline adsorption on GGBS-Ox is significantly influenced
by the pH of the solution. The high concentration of H+ ions in the solution creates
hydrogen bonds with the TC molecule at an acidic pH, which causes the TC molecule and
the functional groups on the surface of the adsorbent to repel one another electrostatically,
leading to lower adsorption [63]. In the neutral pH range, the adsorption of TC onto
GGBS-Ox is primarily facilitated by hydrogen bonding interactions between TCH0

2 and
the OH groups on the surface of GGBS-Ox. Notably, the highest efficiency of TC removal
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is observed at pH 7, emphasizing the significance of neutral pH conditions for optimal
TC adsorption onto GGBS-Ox. The extremely hydrophobic zutrion species (TCH0

2) of the
tetracycline molecule reacts with adsorbent functional groups and increases adsorption
capacity in neutral circumstances [54]. At higher pH, levels in the TC will be predominately
natively charged (TCH− and TC−2), and GGBS-Ox is also negatively charged, which leads
to electrostatic repulsion force between the similar charges (negative–negative), decreasing
removal efficiency. In summary (Figure 8c), the adsorption of TC onto GGBS-Ox was
predominated by pore-filling, H-bonding interactions, and electrostatic interactions.
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3.13. Comparison of the GGBS-Ox and Other Adsorbents Adsorption Parameters

The results of GGBS-Ox’s adsorption of TC are compared with the adsorption pa-
rameters of other adsorbents, as Table 8 shows. Table 8a illustrates the adsorption of TC
by various adsorbents, and Table 8b demonstrates the adsorption of a wide variety of
contaminants by various categories of iron industrial waste-based adsorbent. This table
shows that using non-conventional waste-based adsorbents makes it difficult to completely
remove TC from water. The composite of industrial waste with biochar shows higher
removal due to its higher surface area. However, when this same industrial waste-based
adsorbent is used to remove dyes and metal ions, 100 percent adsorption was observed.
GGBS-Ox can be a better adsorbent than some graphene oxide composites (GO/CA) and is
much cheaper. The comparison suggests that GGBS-Ox is an effective adsorbent with a
high removal rate that can be applied for the adsorption of numerous water pollutants and
is reusable. GGBS-based adsorbent will also help make the adsorption process economical
compared to other adsorbents due to its abundance.

Table 8. Adsorption capacities for (a) TC adsorption using various adsorbents and (b) various water
pollutants using GGBS.

Adsorbent Pollutant Dosage of Adsorbent
(g/L)/Pollutant (ppm) Adsorption Capacity %

Removal Reference

(a) Adsorption of TC using various adsorbents

Biochar from microalgae TC 1200/20 13.6 58 [43]
Pharmaceutical

sludge-derived biochar TC 1/200
94.70 47

[64]157.4 78
Rice husk ash TC 2/20 3.41 34 [65]

Polymeric adsorbent derived
from the rubber waste TC 0.75/20 30 100 [47]

NaOH-modified steel dust TC 1/30
14 - [16]20

Sludge biochar TC 0.25/20 30 80 [50]
Graphene oxide/calcium
alginate composite fibers TC 0.6/50 - 63 [66]

(b) Adsorption of various water pollutants using GGBS

Steel dust wastes Eriochrome
Black T dye 0.4/20 100 100 [67]

Calcium silicate hydrate
(CSH)—Cu(II) Methylene blue 0.25/20 - 90 [68]

Biochar-steel dust composite Phosphate 0.166/100 175 - [21]
Steel slag Phosphorus 7.5/50 18 99 [69]

Slag-Oxalate Co2+ 1/30 576 - [33]

GGBS-Ox TC 1/20 15.9 68 This study

4. Conclusions

The present investigation demonstrated the successful synthesis of GGBS-Ox and its
subsequent application for the removal of TC from an aqueous solution. The prepared
adsorbent underwent characterization through various techniques including FTIR, XRD,
SEM, DLS, and XPS. The preliminary adsorption studies showed the higher removal of TC
(68%) at an optimum adsorbent and pollutant dosage of 50 mg and 20 ppm, respectively.
RSM incorporating BBD, ANN, and RF were successfully employed to evaluate the influ-
ence of three chosen independent variables, such as pH, stirring speed, and time, on the
adsorption process. Statistical tools such as R2, RMSE, and MEA were employed to evaluate
the models. All models show that pH plays a key role in the adsorption process, and there
is minimal effect from time and stirring speed. The RSM-based BBD was determined to be
reliable (R2 = 0.98) in predicting the percentage removal of TC compared to RF (R2 = 0.98)
and RSM (R2 = 0.95). The kinetic and isotherm data suggested that the adsorption of
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TC was predominantly controlled by the pseudo-second order adsorption mechanism
(R2 = 0.99) and Langmuir model (R2 = 0.98), indicating faster and monolayer adsorption.
Thermodynamic study indicates that the adsorption is endothermic and spontaneous in
nature. The studies show that the GGBS-Ox can be applied for the adsorption of TC due to
its efficiency, availability, reusability, and cost-effectiveness.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://
www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/su16010464/s1, Figure S1. (a) Artificial neural network architecture
for modeling the adsorption of TC into GGBS-Ox (b) Random forest architecture for modeling the
adsorption of TC into GGBS-Ox; Figure S2. N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms of GGBS and
GGBS-Ox; Figure S3. N2 adsorption/desorption curves of different adsorbents (insert: pore size
distrubtion). (Page S10); Figure S3. (a) Particle size distribution by dynamic light scattering (DLS)
of GGBS (b) Particle size distribution by dynamic light scattering (DLS) of GGBS-Ox; Figure S4.
(a) The effect of adsorbent dosage on percentage removal (b) the effect of pollutant concentration
on the percentage removal; Figure S5. (a) Comparison of predicted and actual results for RSM (b)
Comparison of predicted and actual results for ANN (c) Comparison of predicted and actual results
for RF; Figure S6. Perturbation plot for TC removal efficiency; Figure S7. Kinetics of adsorption
of TC (a) First-order kinetics (b) Second-order kinetics; Figure S8. Effect of the temperature on the
adsorption capacity of TC by GGBS-Ox; Figure S9. Thermodynamic parameters of TC adsorption
by GGBS-Ox; Table S1. Levels of parameters for BBD experiments; Table S2. Comparison of RSM,
ANN, and RF; Table S3. Calculation of adsorption parameters and regression coefficients; Table S4.
The parameters and regression coefficients for pseudo-first order and pseudo-second order; Table S5.
The parameters and regression coefficients for Langmuir, Freundlich, DR isotherm and McKay
external diffusion model; Table S6. Thermodynamic conditions for GGBS-Ox adsorption at different
temperatures.
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